# The Vaegan Seminar Series

*(Schedule for Semester 2, 2015)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Speaker / Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0    | 4-5pm              | **Dr Percy Lazon de la Jara** (*University of New South Wales*)  
Challenges in addressing contact lens discomfort |
| 2    | 4-5pm              | **Dr Klaus Ehrmann** (*University of New South Wales*)  
How to make a myopia control contact lens |
| 4    | 4-5pm              | **A/Prof Alex Holcombe** (*University of Sydney*)  
Reading left to right, sampling from your visual buffer |
| 6    | 4-5pm              | **A/Prof Bamini Gopinath** (*University of Sydney*)  
Novel modifiable nutritional and lifestyle factors for AMD |
| 8    | 4-5pm              | **Dr Patrick Goodbourn** (*University of Sydney*)  
Low-level vision: Individual differences and genetic influences |
| 10   | 4-5pm              | **A/Prof Bernhard Riecke** (*SFU, Canada*)  
Using virtual reality to understand visual self-navigation |
| 12   | 4-5pm              | **A/Prof Eric Papas** (*University of New South Wales*)  
Why contact lenses hurt a bit, sometimes |